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17. In 1867, according to the Champaran Gazetteer when a
similar agitation to the present one was started by the Bettiah Raj
Amlah, a special court of two judges was constituted for the prompt
decision of indigo damage cases as soon as the ryots began to
sow down their lands selected for indigo with rabbi crops. It
proved necessary to try very few cases as the ryots , realizing the
inevitable consequences of their action, ploughed out the rabbi
and had the lands prepared for the March sowings1.
This course would in the present case, have the effect of proving
to the ryots that Mr. Gandhi’s orders do not override the ordinary
law of the land, which they are at present believed to do, and,
unless some such measure is adopted planters and ryots will be
involved in a mass of long-drawn out litigation, which cannot fail
to prevent any return to amicable relations and to defer the
allaying of the present condition of serious unrest.
Trusting that you will be able to let us have an early reply
through the Secretary to our Association.

[No. 188.]
Report of the Champaran Agrarian Enquiry Committee, dated the
3rd October 19172.
CHAPTER I.
Report.

Constitution and Procedure of the Committee.
The Champaran Agrarian Enquiry Committee was appointed by
the Government of Bihar and Orissa in Resolution no. 1890-C.,
dated the 10th June 19173.
A notice was published by the Committee in the provincial
newspapers and posted at the Motihari Collectorate and the Bettiah
Subdivisional Office, inviting all persons, associations and public
bodies who desired to give written evidence, to send the same to
the address of the Secretary of the Committee, and stating that the
Committee would hold sittings at Bettiah, Motihari and any other
centres where it was considered necessary, commencing about the
15th July.
In response to this notice, written statements were received from
the Bihar Planters’ Association and two4 managers, one of an
i.
a.
a.
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indigo and the other of a non-indigo concern, from twenty -five raiyats
from Mr. Whitty, c.i.e., i.c.s., Manager of the Bettiah Estate
and from Mr. Sweeney, i.c.s., Settlement Officer, North Bihar,
Mr. Lewis, i.c.s., Subdivisional Officer of Bettiah, Mr. L.F. Morshead, i.c.s., Commissioner of Tirhut, and Mr. E. H. Johnston, i.c.s.,
formerly Subdivisional Officer of Bettiah. The Bihar Landholders
Association was specially invited to submit a memorandum of its
views, but replied that it was not in possession of the materials
and facts concerning the agrarian conditions in Champaran and was
not, therefore, in a position to submit a written opinion.
The Committee held a preliminary meeting at Ranchi on the
11th July to decide the procedure and extent of its inquiry, and
its public sittings commenced at Bettiah on Tuesday, the 17th
July. Eight public sittings1 were held at Bettiah and Motihari at
which nineteen witnesses were examined, consisting of four
Government officers (the Settlement Officer, the
Subdivisional
Officer of Bettiah, the Collector of the Champaran district, and the
Manager ofthe Bettiah Estate), three representatives of the raiyats2,
the representative of the Bihar Planters’ Association3, and twelve
managers of concerns. We also made local investigations at eight
concerns, where we examined in detail the managers together with
the faotory registers and accounts and the raiyats who had sub¬
mitted written memoranda, and then made numerous enquiries
from the large bodies of raiyats assembled to meet us. We desire
to acknowledge the great assistance derived by us from the official
records placed at our disposal by the local Government and the full
information given to us by the managers of concerns and the
facilities afforded by them for the examination of their records and
registers.
CHAPTER II.
Grievances connected with indigo.

Preliminary—<The Landlords.—For historical reasons, the district
as always been one of large landed estates, and more than threefourths of it is still held by three large proprietors, viz., the Bettiah
Estate which has been under the management of the Court of Wards
since 1898, theRamnagar Estate which has also been taken under
management, and the Madhuban Estate. The system of leasing
villages to thikadars has always been largely followed by the Bettiah
i. At Bettiah on 17th, 19th, 21st and 23rd July and at Motihari 0n
and 26th July, and again at Bettiah on 30th July and 14th August.
a. Rajkumar

Shukul, Sant Raut and Khendar Rai,
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and Ramnagar Estates, the number of villages mananged direct and
leased to thikadars now being as follows :—

Name of
Estate.

Under
Held by
direct
permanent
management.
lessees.

1

Held by
temporary
lessees and
on other
tenures.

2

3

4

Total.

5

Bettiah

• •

252

503

964

1,719

Ramnagar

• •

31

102

368

501

... .The European indigo planters form much the most important
class of thikadars in the district. Some of the older indigo concerns
(e.g., Turkaulia, Peeprah, Motihari and Rajpur) have held many
villages continuously in lease from the Bettiah Estate since the first
decade of the 19th century, while others have been established at
later dates. In the north-west of the district there are also European
thikadars who have never grown indigo or have not done so until
the last two years. In the Settlement of 1892—99 it was found
that the European thikadars exercised landlord rights over 46 per
cent of the district, and it seems likely that the area is now
slightly larger. Broadly it may be said that about half the district
is in lease to European thikadars and much more than half the dis¬
trict to thikadars of all kinds. Permanent leases known as mukarrari
have in some cases been granted both by the Bettiah and Ramnagar
Estates. The Bettiah mukarrari leases date from the year 1888 and
their grant formed part of a large transaction for the raising of the
sterling loan by which the debts of the estate were consolidated and
the rate of interest payable on them reduced. Under the terms of
these leases the position of the lease-holder concerns is practically
that of a zamindar, the rent being fixed in perpetuity. We have
not succeeded in ascertaining the circumstances in which mukarrari
leases were granted by the Ramnagar Estate, but there seems little
doubt that as in Bettiah their origin is to be found in the financial
embarrassments of the proprietor.
Area under Indigo and Methods of cultivation.—The area under
indigo at the time of the settlement of 1892—99 was 98,000 acres
which was 6.63 per cent of the net cropped area, but its importance in
the agricultural economy of the district was much greater than this
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percentage indicates. About one-third of this area was cultivated by
the indigo-concerns in their own lands and about two thirds by
tenants. Owing to the competition of synthetic indigo the area had
fallen to 52,600 acres in 1907 and to 8,100 acres in 1914, but under
stimulus of high prices during the war, the area has again expanded
to 21,900 acres in 1916. The cultivation of indigo carried on by
the factories in lands which they occupy directly either as proprietors
or tenure-holders (commonly known as zirat cultivation) does not call
for special notice. But the condition under wdiich indigo is grown
by the tenants for the factories has in the past been the cause of
disputes on several occasions, and though we do not consider it
necessary to enter into . the history of these disputes, we cannot
explain the causes of the present unrest without giving some account
of the system. In essentials it does not appear to have varied
during the last 100 years. Under this system, the tenant agrees to
grow indigo for the factory in a portion of his holding. The fraction
of the holding so cultivated appears at one time to have been as
high as five kathas in the higha (one-fourth), but before 1867 it
had already been reduced to four kathas, and in 1868 it was fixed
at three kathas, whence the name tinkathia which is commonly
applied to this system. In 1910 the fraction was fixed at two Kathas
(one-tenth) by a bye-law of the Planters’ Association, but the
name tinkathia has survived. Where indigo is grown under this
system the terms of the agreement between the landlord and the
tenant are usually embodied in a document which is called the satta.
In it the tenant acknowledges the receipt of an advance and binds
himself to cultivate a specified area with indigo annually. The
preparation and weeding of the selected fields, and cutting of the
crop when ripe, are done by the cultivator at his own expense ; the
seed is given by the factory, and the sowing is done by the factory
and raiyat jointly; the green crop is carted from the field to the
factory at the factory’s expense.
The rate to be paid for the higha
of indigo is fixed by the satta and does not vary with the actual
outturn of plant. If owing to causes for which the tenant is not
responsible the crop is a failure, only half rates are paid, provided
the tenant is allowed to plough up the indigo in time to sow another
crop during the same season. A portion of the price is given as
an advance free of interest to the tenant at the beginning of the
cultivating season, but is usually credited in the rent account and is
not paid in cash. The satta also contains a penalty clause specifying
the amount of the damages which the factory may recover from the
tenant if he fails to carry out the agreement, e.g., if he sows other
crops in the land measured Tor indigo.
The khushki system by which the raiyat grows indigo for the
factory but not under factory supervision and sells the produce by
weight or some method of appraisement seems to have been rare in
Champaran until a very recent date. It will be more fully dis¬
cussed in a later paragraph.
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The price paid for indigo.—The price paid to the tenants for
the indigo so cultivated has varied from time to time. We find that
in 1869 after a^period of friction and disturbance the price generally
paid by the^ factories was raised from approximately Rs. 6-8-0 to
Rs. 9 per acre and again in 1877 after another troubled period to
Rs. 11-5-0. In that year it was also for the first time distinctly
laid down—previous practice had varied—that the rent of the land
under indigo was to be remitted. In 1897 the. Bihar Planters’
Association spontaneously raised the rate toRs. 12 per acre. Finally
in 1910 after Mr. Gourlay’s enquiry the price was raised to Rs. 13
per acre at which it now stands. If the remission of the rent of
the indigo lands be taken into account the price received by the
tenant is approximately Rs. 15-8-0 per acre. A general complaint
was made to us by the tenant that the cultivation of indigo at
this rate of payment caused them substantial pecuniary loss com¬
pared to the profits that they could derive from country crops at their
present level of prices. Some leading planters have admitted, and
it is not, we believe, seriously disputed by any that the direct
return to the cultivators in money from indigo is less than from
country crops, but stress is laid on certain indirect advantages,
such as the undoubted value of indigo as a rotation crop, and also
the benefit derived by the tenant from an advance free of interest
at the beginning of the cultivating season which amounts to half
the price of the crop. Finally it is urged that the low rates of rent
at which the tenants hold their land are directly connected with the
growing of indigo and must be taken into account when the fairness
of the price is considered. It is unnecessary for us to attempt the
difficult task of estimating the pecuniary position of the tenant
under the tinJcathia system of indigo cultivation because we are
satisfied that on other grounds the system is radically defective and
should be discontinued.
Defects in the system under which indigo is grown.—There are
several points connected with the system which in our opinion
are directly responsible for its worst features. The first is that the
price paid to the cultivator is fixed and remains unchanged for
a long period of years. We are aware that the price fixed by the
Bihar Planters’ Association are minimum prices, but as soon as
they have received the imprimatur of the Association they are
regarded as the authorized rates and in practice are paid by all
concerns. In the course of fifty years the price paid to the tenant
has been doubled in order to adjust the price paid for indigo to the
general rise in the level of price during that period. But the price
of indigo being fixed at each stage and the rise in general prices
being continuous it follows that, if the price was fair at the beginning
of any period, it had become too low by the end of it. Of itself
this would tend to cause discontent, and it will be noticed that with
the exception of the increase made in 1897, every rise in price was
preceded by a period of friction and discontent, and a valid objection
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to the system is that an increase in the price of indigo was seldom
effected except by disturbance and agitation.
The second point is that the price is fixed on the area and does
not vary with the outturn of the crop. This leads directly to two
defects. The selection by the factory of the plots to be cultivated
with indigo is a feature of the system which has often been called
in question. It is certainly liable to abuse, e. g., it is asserted that
homestead lands in the immediate vicinity of the village site and
which are consequently the best manured are frequently selected
for indigo. The real gravamen of the charge about the selection
of lands does not, however, lie in the possibility of abuse, but in
the fact that the system itself is bad. So long as the planter has
to pay the same price for a good or a bad crop, he will select for
indigo the better lands in the holding. This selection of lands is
resented by the cultivator not merely from the fact that the best
lands are selected but because it involves interference with his
freedom of action. We believe that this is a principal cause of the
unpopularity of indigo, and in this respect the system is radically
defective.
The payment of a fixed rate per acre leads directly to another^
feature of the system which is equally responsible for its unpopularity
namely, the close supervision of the indigo cultivation exercised by the
factory subordinates. This supervision undoubtedly affords an
opportunity for great deal of petty tyranny, and the cultivator
resents being compelled to carry out the various cultivation proces¬
ses not at the time most convenient to himself, but at the time when
the work is considered necessary by factory subordinates. The
system gives opportunities to the factory servants to harass culti¬
vators against whom they may have a grudge, or to exact payment
as the price of their favour. A good manager accessible to his
raiyats may be able to keep the oppression of his subordinates
within small limits, but even the best of managers cannot prevent
altogether oppressive acts by low paid subordinates placed in a
position of authority.
So long as the payment is made on the
area and does not vary with the outturn, and the tenant has no
interest in the outturn, close supervision will be essential. In this
respect also we consider that the system is inherently bad.
Another important objection to the tinlcathia system is the fact
that the growing of indigo is connected with a sense of obligation.
We are satisfied that for the last fifty years the growing oi tinlcathia
indigo has been disliked by the raiyat and that he would at any
time have been glad to relinquish it.
Whether such sense of
obligation had any legal foundation is a matter for the decision of
a legal tribunal, but its unpopularity is shown by the large extent
to which the tenants have in recent years purchased their release.
In the interests of the future peace of the districts it is essential
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that the relations of landlord and tenant should be clearly defined
by the law, and that the growing of indigo should cease to be
connected with any sense of obligation or any customary right.
Proposal that the tinTcathia system should be abolished.—-We find
therefore that the tinhathia system is unpopular with the raiyats
who regard it as unprofitable, is radically defective in some important
respects, and is inconsistent with the relations that should exist
between landlord and tenant under modern conditions. We accord¬
ingly recommend that this system of growing indigo inChamparan
should be altogether abolished, and that'legislation should be under¬
taken to effect this change.....
♦

Future system of growing indigo.—-It is not our intention of course
that indigo should cease to be grown but that it should be grown
under fair and reasonable conditions. Indigo is already grown by
some factories on the voluntary system (khushlci), and we consider
that this is the system which alone should be permitted for the future.
The essential features of such a system are—•
'"’t

(1) The tenant must be absolutely free to enter into the con¬
tract or to refrain from making it.
(2) The particular plots to be devoted to indigo must be entirely
at the option of the raiyat.
(3) The price paid for the indigo must be settled by voluntary
agreement and entirely on a commercial basis.
(4) The price must be fixed on the weight of the crop, but
such weight may, if agreed, be settled by appraisement
of the weight by a selected panch1 instead of by actual
weighment.
(5) The contract must be for an emphatically short period not
exceeding three years.
To the last condition we attach importance. In the interests
of the tenant we do not think that he should be allowed to bind
himself to his landlord to grow a particular crop at a rate of payment
fixed for many years in advance, and inChamparan long contracts
would directly tend to keep alive the sense of obligation which we
desire to end.
We are in general averse from fixing by outside authority the
minimum prices to be paid for particular crops, because of the
strong tendency of such prices to become maximum prices. In view,
however, of the past history of the indigo industry we believe that
a safeguard of some kind will be necessary for the first few years.
We recommend therefore that, until the Local Government is satis¬
fied that the safeguard can be dispensed with, a maximum price for
1 Arbitrator.
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indigo should be fixed by the Bihar Planters’ Association subject to
the approval of the Commissioner of the Division.

Conversion of the indigo obligation.—-The manufacture in Germany
in the middle nineties of synthetic indigo, which enables the German
firms to undersell the natural product, produced a profound effect
on the indigo industry in Bihar. The price of the natural dye
steadily diminished and though efforts were made to reduce the
cost of production and to increase the outturn (e.g., by the intro¬
duction of the Java plant which gave a larger outturn of colouring
matter per acre), these efforts met with but indifferent success.
One by one the factories abandoned the hope of successful competi¬
tion with the synthetic dye and began to turn their attention to
other measures, the principal being the taking of compensation in
one form or another for releasing the tenant from the cultivation of
indigo.
Two concerns in the north of the district substituted a fixed
payment of paddy in lieu of the cultivation of indigo but this
practice was recently abandoned owing to the disapproval expressed
by Government. Some other concerns substituted sugarcane or
oats for indigo. We have been informed that the Bara concern
has in some cases substituted sattas for 1J kathas of sugar in
lieu of 3 kathas of indigo. Oats are still grown to a limited extent
in lieu of indigo by the Mallahia, Bairia and Kuria concerns. The
growing of crops other than indigo under satta conditions is expres¬
sly forbidden by a bye-law ofthe Bihar Planters’Association adopted
in 1910 at the instance of Government after the disturbances which
took place at the end of 1908. Those disturbances affected four
factories, of which Mallahia, Bairia and Kuria are three. It is,
we think, regrettable that those factories should have continued to
act in direct contravention of a bye-law which was passed with
special reference to practices in these concerns.
In 1911 a general movement towards the abandonment of
indigo began which continued unchecked till outbreak of the war in
1914, when a large rise in the price of indigo once more made the
manufacture a profitable one. Two different methods of commuta¬
tion were generally adopted. In some cases agreements were
executed by the tenants for the payment of enhanced rents, com¬
monly known as sharahbeshi. In other cases theraiyats purchased
freedom from indigo for a lump sum, sometimes paid in cash and
sometimes by a money bond bearing 12 per cent interest. This
method is called tawan or tamam. In both cases a promise was
given to the tenant that in consideration ofthe payment of sharah¬
beshi or tawan as the case may be, neither that a factory itself nor
its successors in interests would in future ask him to grow indigo
for them under the tlnkathia conditions.
...At the recent settlement tinkathia has been recorded as an inci¬
dent of the tenancy only inthe five Concerns of Turkaulia, Motihari
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Peeprah, Jallaha and Sirni and the area of indigo over which it is
claimed by these factories amounts to 1,910 acres though we have no
information as to what extent the incident has been recorded. We
have endeavoured to secure statistics of the present indigo cultivation
from all factories, and although not quite complete for the whole
district the omissions are insignificant. They show that a total area
of 26,848 acres of indigo is made up as follows :—«
Acres.
Zirat cultivation
..
..
10,697
Tinkathia cultivation ..
..
9,542
Khuskhi cultivation
..
..
6,609
Commutation by enhanced rent -sharahbeshi.— The enhanced rent
taken in lieu of indigo in every case exceeded the limit of two
annas in the rupee to which enhancement contract are ordinarily
restricted by section 29, clause (b) of the Bengal Tenancy Act.
Under the third proviso to the section, however, this limit does
not apply when the raiyat has held his land at a specially low rate
of rent in consideration of cultivating a particular crop for the
convenience of his landlord. It is contended by the concerns that
their tenants were under an obligation to grow indigo in three kathas
in the bigha of their holdings, that the rents of holdings had been
determined in consideration of this obligation, and that because
of the obligation the concerns had refrained from enhancement of
rents. It is asserted, in fact, that the obligation to grow indigo was
an incident of the tenancy. In support of this contention the con¬
cerns have referred to certain pattas and Kabuliyats executed by
some of the tenants before 1880 in which the obligation to grow
indigo in three kathas in the bigha is recorded. On behalf of the
raiyats it is contended that in fact they were under no legal obliga¬
tion to grow indigo or that if there were any obligation they did
not hold their land at a specially low rate of rent because of it. It
is also urged that whether the enhancements were legal or not, it
is inequitable that the tenants should be called on to pay on en¬
hanced rent as the price of relief from a burden under which they had
long suffered. Finally it is urged that the agreements were executed
by the raiyats• under coercion or under influence or in ignorance of
their true legal position.
Mr. Sweeney, Settlement Officer, informed us that these enhance¬
ments have been the subject of enquiry during the Revision Settle¬
ment and he described to us the principles followed by the Settle¬
ment Department in dealing with these cases. Legality of the
enhancement has also been considered by the Civil Court in nine
suits brought by tenants of the Turkaulia concern asking for a decla¬
ration that the kabuliyats in which they agreed to pay the enhanced
rents should be declared void on the ground that they were executed
under coercion and were not in accordance with the law. These
suits are now before the High Court in appeal.
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Oar enquiries satisfied us that the feeling of the raiyats against
enhancements was very strong and that every legal means would be
used to upset them. Without special legislation prolonged and
expensive litigation seemed inevitable. However such litigation
might end, it would produce a permanent embitterment of feeling
on both sides. We are also impressed with the great desirability
of an immediate settlement between landlords and tenants of this
difficult question. In these circumstances it seemed to us very im¬
portant that if possible a settlement should be arranged by consent
with mutual concessions made by both parties in the interests of
peace and goodwill. With this object we entered into negotiations
with the representatives of the three principal Concerns, and we are
glad to report that our efforts have been successful. At a meeting
held in Ranchi on 29th September at which Messrs. Hill, Irwin and
Norman, the Managers of Turkaulia Limited, Motihari Limited, and
Peeprah Concern were present and at which Mr. Gandhi represented
the interests of the raiyats. An agreement was reached on the
following terms :—•
(1) The enhancement effected by sharaJibeshi shall be reduced
with effect from the commencement of the fasli year 1325 (October
1917) by 20 per cent in the case of Turkaulia Limited, and by 26
percent in the case of Motihari Limited and the Peeprah concern,
the rents for year prior to 1325 fasli remaining unchanged at the
Survey-Settlement rates.
(2) The existing indigo obligation recorded in the Survey Re¬
cords shall be abolished from the commencement of the fasli year
1325 and in lieu the enhanced rent {sharaJibeshi) shall be fixed at
the rate at which it would have stood had commutation taken place
together with the others less the reduction now agreed upon.
As the representative of the raiya+s, our colleague Mr. Gandhi
fully accepts this arrangement as a satisfactory settlement and he
undertakes to use his influence fully with the rayiats to make them
loyally accept it and to bring about future peace in the relations of
planters and their tenants. This settlement is subject to the
condition that full binding effect must be given to it by legislation.
We regard this settlement as equitable to all interests concerned and
therefore recommend that action should be immediately taken by
emergency legislation to render this settlement by consent binding
on all the parties concerned.
As regards the two small Concerns ofJallaha and Sirni, which
are not parties to this settlement by consent, we recommend that
the reduction should be fixed at 26 per cent upon the same condi¬
tions as in Motihari and Peeprah.
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Commutation by money payments—tawan.—We have

still to
consider the cases in which the indigo obligation has been com¬
muted for a lump sum payment which method we regard as
distinctly prejudicial to the interest of the tenants. The taking of
tawan has been defended by the factories in two different ways.
Some concerns do not allege that there was any incident to tenancy
or obligation on the tenant to grow indigo apart from the satta
and urge that the payment was made by the tenants for the ter¬
mination of a contract on terms mutually satisfactory to the par¬
ties. But this theory that the payment was made by the tenants
for the termination of a contract appears to us to be exposed to
almost insuperable difficulties. It is not obvious why, when both
parties desire to terminate a contract, a large payment should be
made by one of them, particularly when the proposal to terminate
the contract originates with the party who is to receive the money.
In no concern, we believe, did the rate of payment vary according
to the length of time which the contract had still to run, though
this might certainly have been expected had the contract alone been
in question. Again in every case where tawan was taken, it was a
part of the bargain that the tenant received a promise that he
would never again be required to grow indigo either by the present
proprietors of the factory or by any person to whom the factory
might be transferred. There is no doubt, in our opinion, that what
the raiyat paid for was a final release from the obligation to grow
indigo and that he would not have voluntarily paid such large
sums merely for release from the unexpired period of the satta.
The older factories which took sharahbeshi in their muharrari
villages and tawan in the villages in temporary lease give a different
explanation. They assert in both cases the existence of an incident
of tenancy, i.e., an obligation to grow indigo as a part of the
condition on which the tenant held his land. But if the factory
enhanced rents in a temporarily-leased village, nine-tenths of the
profit would at the next renewal pass to the superior landlord. The
result is that a peculiar claim is advanced by the factory. It is
asserted that the obligation to grow indigo imposed on the tenant
could be claimed only by the factory and not by the superior
landlord, and that, therefore, the factory was entitled to commute
the incident and take the whole of the proceeds, in which the
superior landlord could claim no share. This assumes that a
temporary leaseholder, when settling land with a tenant, can create
an incident of tenancy the benefit of which can be claimed only by
him. No legal authority for this position was placed before us,
and we regard it as wholly untenable. If an incident attaches to
the tenancy then the benefit can be enjoyed by the lease-holder
only so long as he holds the lease and no longer. The indigo
incident has not been (laimed and is not now claimed by the
Bettiah estate, and the claim of the factories in the form in which
it has been presented to us must, we think, be wholly rejected.
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It seems to us, therefore, that whichever theory be adopted the
taking of tawan was not justified in temporarily-leased villages* If
it be said that the payment was for the termination of a contract,
the answer is that that is not what the tenant desired to buy nor
is it the most important thing the
factory sold,
that is
final release from indigo. If it is said that the tenant was under
an obligation to grow indigo as one of the conditions on which he
held his land, it is evident that the payment was of the nature of
capitalized rent and if so the interests of the superior landlord were
prejudiced. Since the taking of tawan was within the knowledge of
the Bettiah estate, which took no action to stop it, we consider
that the estate itself must accept some share of the responsibility.
We recommend that where tawan has been taken in temporarilyleased villages, the Bettiah estate should make it a condition of
renewal of the temporary leases that 25 per cent of the tawan
collected should be paid to the estate, and that the estate should
refund it to the tenants concerned. Moreover since tawan must be
regarded at least in part as capitalized rent, we recommend that
the Bettiah estate should for a period of seven years forego any
enhancement, which may be granted in the Settlement Courts
on the ground of the rise in prices, of the rent of a tenant who
has paid tawan.
We have been informed that in a few cases where villages had
very recently come into lease to a factory the management pro¬
cured the execution of sattas by the raiyats and, after growing in¬
digo for one or two years, commuted the indigo rights by taking
tawan. Action of this kind seems to us totally indefensible and the
Bettiah estate is bound in the interests of its tenants to inter¬
fere. We recommend that in such cases the Court of Wards should
refuse to renew the temporary leases of the concern unless
the
whole of the tawan is refunded.

Tawan was also taken in some

of the permanently leased
villages by a few concerns, of which the most important is Rajpur.
In view of the fact that a reduction of sharahbeshi has been
accepted under the settlement by consent in the interests of future
peace and good-will, we consider that the muharraridars should be
advised by the Local Government to make a refund on a similar
basis of a portion of the tawan taken by them. In consideration
of the low rate of tawan taken by the Rajpur concern, we consider
that reduction of ten per cent would be adequate.
i

Special case of Raj ghat Concern.—Finally, we desire to

refer
to the peculiar conditions of the Rajghat factory (Manager, Mr.
Apperley), where no incident of tenancy is claimed but- where
written contracts have been entered into by the tenants for the growing
of indigo in consideration of freedom from rent enhancement. On
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the expiry of these contracts, this arrangement was continued by
mutual consent, and consequently the factory refrained from apply¬
ing for rent enhancement at the proper time during the revision
settlement. At our local enquiry we were informed by the tenants
that they now desired to abandon indigo. Under these circumstances
it is only reasonable that the factory should be enabled to apply
for a general enhancement of rents in accordance with the settle¬
ment procedure, but as the time limit for this procedure under
section 105 of the Bengal Tenancy Act has already expired, this
is impossible unless the Government takes action under section
112 of the Bengal Tenancy Act. Failing this course, we recommend
that the special legislation should contain a clause enabling this
concern to take advantage of section 105.

CHAPTER

III,

Abwab and the Renewal of Thika Leases.

Abwab.—Our enquiry has shown that until recently certain sums
were regularly levied from the tenants in addition to the recorded
rent by the thilcadars of the non-indigo concerns in the north-west
portion of the district, which unauthorized dues are generally known
as abwab. The imposition of abwab was forbidden by section 54 of
the Decennial Settlement Regulation (VIII of 1793) which definite¬
ly laid down that all landlords should consolidate the abwab with
the rent into one sum before a fixed date and prohibited under
penalty the imposition of any new abwab. The prohibition was
again enforced by section 10 of Act X of 1859, and by section 74
of the Bengal Tenancy Act (VIII of 1885). For many years past no
abwab have been realized in villages under the direct management
of the Bettiah estate, but although the estate received no direct
benefit therefrom, the thilcadars of non-indigo concerns continued their
realization until this illegal practice was recently brought to notice
at the revision settlement, when orders were issued by the Court
of Wards prohibiting the levy of anything in excess of the record¬
ed rent and authorized cesses. The evidence taken by us shows
that this action has achieved its object. In some indigo concerns
we found that the tenants made a small annual payment known as
farlchawan which is usually taken direct by the patwari at the time
of rent collection. This practice is also contrary to the law, the
landlord being responsible for tbe patwari's emoluments. The sys¬
tematic levy of abwab still prevails in the Ramnagar estate. In
one lease produced before us, certain abwab are specified as pay¬
able by the thikadar to the estate, and in addition there is
a
clause binding him to assist in collecting certain dues “which are
realized from the tenants and banias according to the ancient
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custom”. The abwab realized by the thihadars bear many names*
most of which are of old standing, but the full development of the
system seems to be comparatively recent and does not go back
beyond the last quarter of nineteenth century. It took the form of
an amalgamation and an enhancement of the old abwab and the
consolidated levy thenceforth passed under a single name, usually
salami or PainJcharcha (irrigation due). Occasionally, as in the
Bhasurari concern this levy is called tinhathia by analogy with the
indigo obligation although no indigo is grown. The amount of the
levy is usually Rs. 3 to Rs. 3-8-0 per bigha and is equivalent to an
addition to the rent of from 60 to 100 per cent. The collection of
abwab in this manner has been systematically adopted by the
European thihadars of this estate who until recently never grew
indigo, and also by a number of Indian thihadars and petty pro¬
prietors. We received no complaint of the systematic collection of
abwab in the rest of the district, and it appears that at least of
recent years an occasional levy only has been taken by some land¬
lords for special purposes, such as a marriage in the proprietor’s
family.
In spite of the general exaction of these irregular dues in the
north-west tract of the district, not a single suit has been brought
under section 75 of the Bengal Tenancy Act, which provides the
legal remedy. The Collector is of opinion that the section remained
a dead letter because the tenants did not complain and because
there are difficulties in enforcing the law. It has been suggested to
us that section 75 should be amended in order to give power to
the Collector to deal with cases summarily on the lines of section
58 and we agree that a special remedy is required to meet the
peculiar conditions of the Champaran district. We also consider
that it should be made more generally known that the exaction
of abwab is illegal. Connected with this exaction is the practice of
landlords’ servants levying a commission on payments made by
tenants known as dasturi, which is equally illegal. We, therefore,
recommend that :—
(1) Government should issue a proclamation informing all
landlords and raiyats that both abwab and the dasturi
taken by landlord’s servants are illegal and must be
stopped ;
(2) the Court of Wards should take steps to enforce these
prohibitions in the estate under its charge; and
♦The names of the principal abwab brought to our notice
are Bavdbehri
(embankment due), Painkharcha (irrigation due), Chulhiawan and Kolhuawan (taxes
on turmeric ovens and sugarcane or oil presses), Bapahi putahi (inheritance tax)
Marwach and Sagahi (tax on marriages Of girls and widows), Hieabanna (accountancy fee), Tahrir (writing fee), Jungia - Ismanavasi (fee for writing forest lists)
Batchapi (fee on weights and measures), Dasahra and Chaitnomi (festival taxes)
Qxrubhenti and TJprohiti (priestly dues). These abwab were not always levied under
these separate names and varied from village to village.
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(3) The special legislation recommended
by us for the
Champaran district should contain a clause providing
that the Collector of his own motion may enquire into
and punish the exaction by a landlord from a tenant of
any sum in excess of the rent payable, his decision being
subject to the ordinary appeal. The penalty might
appropriately be fixed at a fine not exceeding Rs. 50 or
double the amount of the exaction, whichever is greater.
Our colleague, the Hon’ble Rajah Kirtyanand Singh,
dissents from this proposal for legislation.
Renewal of thika leases.—We have already described the large
extent to which the thikadari system prevails in the district. If we
believed that the abuses of the past were inseparable from that
system, and that good relations between landlord and tenant could
not be secured under it in the future it would be our duty to
recommend its abolition. But although we consider that good
relations between landlord and tenant can ordinarily best be secured
under an efficient system of direct management, which follows the
general policy laid down in the Court of Ward’s Manual, they can
also be obtained under a suitable thikadari system. We are opposed
to* any extension of that system, and if for any reason the lease
of ^a village is not renewed it seems preferable to take it under
direct management rather than to lease it to another thikadar. The
thikadari system of the Bettiah and Ramnagar estates was not
created by the Court of Wards ; many of the thikadars are of very
old standing, and there may be other reasons arising out of their
previous relations which render it inadvisable to make a sudden
change of policy. If the conduct of a thikadar has been detrimental
to the interests of the raiyats or of the superior landlord his
conduct should be scrutinized before the lease is renewed. In case
where the Court of Wards decides to renew the leases we * consider
it preferable that they should be granted for moderately long
periods subject to cancellation for breach of the conditions, rather
than that the periods should be short. In these circumstances the
commission granted to the lessee should be sufficient to cover the
cost of collection (including irrecoverable arrears) and a reasonable
remuneration for himself. Unless the estate offers its thikadars
reasonable terms it cannot evade all responsibility for resulting
abuses. What a fair commission would be can no doubt be cal¬
culated for each tenure. On the other hand where the commission
to be given to the thikadar exceeds the estimated cost of direct
management, the renewal of the leases on such terms requires
special justification on the merits of each case. Finally, the leases
should contain conditions enforcing such recommendations of the
Committee as are accepted by Government, including in particular
stipulations that no indigo should be grown except on a voluntary
system, and that no abwab should be taken. We consider that the
estate should hold itself responsible for the well-being of tenants in
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thilca villages and when that well-being is in danger should be
responsible for the remedy.

CHAPTER IV.
Other

Grievances

of

Tenants.

Fees on transfers.—It remains for us to deal with various other
matters some of which have been sources of trouble in the past and
some of which are suggestions made for the improvement of agrarian
conditions. The first is the levy of fees on the transfers of occupancy .
holdings. So far as fees are levied on transfers
by inheri¬
tance they are illegal, as the right of inheritance is given by
section 26, Bengal Tenancy Act and no custom exists in derogation
of this right. Such fees under the name of Bapahi Patahi have
been already referred to as an abwab in Chapter III. As regards
transfers otherwise than by inheritance we think that it would be
desirable in the interests of good management to adopt a uniform
scale of fees where it is possible to do so.
Rights in hides.—A complaint that has become prominent lately
refers to the right claimed by the Bettiah and Ramnagar estates
and some of their tenure-holders to all the hides of dead cattle.
With the rise in the value of hides in recent years the question
of ownership has become more important and has led to changes in
the old custom under which a chamar took from the estate the
lease of the right to the hides of a village from small sum and
supplied the tenants with a fixed number of shoes and other articles,
whilst in addition his wife gave her services as midwife. The
question of validity by custom of such a right is one for legal
decision. We doubt, however, whether such a custom even where
proved can override the natural right of the owner of the dead
animal to dispose of its hide in any way he pleases. Subject,
therefore, to any legal right which the landlords may be held to
possess, we are of opinion that the hides are the property of the
owner of the dead animal who is entitled to dispose of them as he
wishes whether by sale or in exchange for services.
Kerosene oil monopoly.—A somewhat similar claim to
the
monopoly of the trade in Kerosene oil has been abandoned by the
Bettiah estate and we think that the mukarraridars who derive their
claim from the estate should also abandon the practice of issuing
licences for the sale of Kerosene oil.
Rights in trees.—A widerspread discontent is manifest among the
raiyats in respect of the rights in trees. The legal position has been
ascertained both at the settlement of 1892-99 and at the present
revision settlement. It appears that trees growing in tenants’holdings
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cannot be felled without the consent of the landlord, and half
the value of the timber of dead or felled trees belongs to him.
In view of the inconvenience resulting from the present custom we
recommend that in the Bettiah estate the raiyats should be given
the option of purchasing the landlord’s half share in the timber,
the valuation to be made on fair principles, and, in case of dis¬
putes, referred to assessors.
Grazing rights. —During our enquiry we found that practically all
the waste land has been recorded as being in the exclusive posses¬
sion of the landlords except certain small plots used for communal
purposes such as roads, burial grounds, sites for threshing floors
and the like. This permits the landlord to break up all waste for
cultivation or to enclose it for his exclusive use. It has been urged
that this is detrimental to the welfare of the village community
and provides a weapon of which unfair use may be made by bad
landlord in cases of dispute with his tenants. There is little doubt
that a village is benefited by some land being left for communal
use, not necessarily large enough to provide for the grazing of all
the village cattle but at least adequate to provide the
cattle
with an exercise ground where they can move about freely with¬
out undue risk of trespass on cropped land. We therefore recom¬
mend that proprietors and permanent tenure-holders should be advised
to set apart suitable plots of land for communal use in the
way suggested, and that the Court of Wards should do this in the
villages under their direct management, while in villages on lease
a similar reservation should be made after due enquiry before the
renewal of any lease, condition relating to such reservation being
inserted in the lease.
Labour—-Complaints were received by us from some raiyats that
the rates paid by the landlords for labour are inadequate. No claim
was urged before us by any landlord to any right over the labour,
ploughs or carts of his tenants, and it is admitted that labour of all
kinds should be taken on a voluntary basis and paid for at local
market rates. While it is clearly impossible for us to prescribe suit¬
able rates for all classes of labour, we consider that it would be
an advantage for the Bihar Planters’ Association to lay down a
minimum scale of wages based on the local market rates to be
paid by concerns in membership. We recognize the danger that the
minimum might in practice be regarded as the maximum, but
rates of wages change slowly and the adoption of the proposal
would at least enable the Association to ascertain whether a
concern was prima facie paying inadequate wages and to exercise
a stronger position of control. We, therefore, recommend that all
labour should be on a purely voluntary basis and paid for at
local market rates, that a minimum tariff of labour wages should
be fixed on the basis of local market rates by the Association with
the approval of the Commissioner of the Division, and that this
7 P. & A.—26
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tariff should be revised from time to time in accordance with the
local rates.
Cart sattas.—Closely connected with the question of labour is
the supply of carts. Most indigo factories require a number of carts
at particular seasons of the year for the carting of the indigo crop
to the factory and the refuse to the fields. Most factories keep
sufficient carts for their ordinary requirements throughout the year,
but hire the extra carts required on such special occasions. In order
to ensure a regular supply of carts, agreements (sattas) are made
with the carbmen to supply carts with bullocks at certain seasons
for a fixed period of year at fixed rate, and the consideration for
these agreements invariably takes the form of an advance which
is in some cases sufficient to cover the initial cost of a cart and
pair of bullocks. Generally, however, it is about Rs. 30 or Rs. 40.
We recognize that contracts of this nature are essential to the
interests of the industry, and the system is unobjectionable provided
the rates paid are fair and the period not too long, but we consider
the periods of these contracts extending in some cases to twenty
years are prejudicial to the interests of the cartmen. We recommend
that the period should be restricted to three years where the
advance does not exceed Rs. 50, and to a maximum of five years
where it exceeds Rs. 50, and that the Planters’ Association should
enforce on its members a bye-law to this effect.
Fines.—We received some complaints that a few landlords had
imposed and retained fines on tenants in particular cases where
their own interests were not concerned and no damage of any kind
was sustained by them. Such a practice is clearly illegal and the
levy of fines, properly so called, should be stopped.
Pounds.—The question of pound management in the Champaran
District has been brought to our notice. The pounds are* largely
leased to factories, which has given rise to complaints that they
are sometimes used as improper means of coercing raiyats by the
impounding of cattle without cause. While it was impossible for us
to enquire into and record a finding on individual complaints, the
leasing of pounds to landlord may give an opportunity for abuse,
and recommend that a trial should be made as an experiment of
the direct management of pounds by the District Board.
Village Administration Paper.—We have found that there is no
authoritative record of village customs such as exists in other
provinces of northern India, the procedure followed at settlement
for recording various village customs being to make an entry in the
village note which does not form part of the record-of-rights.
In most provinces it has been found desirable to make a regular
record of such customs and rights. While we recognize that
communal village life in Bihar is not so strong as in some other
provinces, and that some of the matters such as irrigation rights
recorded in these village administration papers are included in the
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record-of-rights of Bihar, we think that advantage would result
from some better authenticated record than the village note of such
matters as the right in hides, grazing rights, customs as to house
building and the like. We commend the suggestion to the consi¬
deration of Government.
Miscellaneous.-—There are two final recommendations that we
desire to make which are designed to secure that full effect is
given to the orders which Government may pass. The first is that
such orders as may be passed should be communicated in the
vernacular to the raiyats by as wide publication as possible. The
second is that it should be impressed on the district staff and
especially on the staff of the Court of Wards estates that, until
Government is satisfied that full effect has been given to these
orders, an important part of their duties will be to see that these
orders are carried out.
F. G. SLY

(President)

L. C. ADAMI,
KIRTYANAND SINGH,
D. J. REID,
G. RAINY.
M, K. GANDHI.
The 3rd October 1917.

[No. 189.]
Letter, dated Ranchi, 4 October, 1917, from M.K. Gandhi, to Sir E,A,
Gait, Lieutenant-Governor of Bihar and Orissa1.
Dear Sir Edward Gait,

I beg to thank you for your letter of the 1st instant2.
The
report was unanimously signed to-day. May I suggest that it and
the Government resolution be published
C.S. For record. E.A.G.
at the earliest possible moment. You will
be glad to learn that some of the planters
are anxious that I should go to Champaran
at an early date and commence the work
Replied “no objection”.
Qf pacification. May I tell the ryots what
the committee has reported ?
1. Revenue Department Confidential file No. A.G. Com. 25 of 1917.
The marginal notes are in Sir E.A. Gait’s handwriting. His reply was most
probably in a private letter which, however, could not be traced.)
2. Sir E. Gait’s letter of \ October is al§o not forthcoming*

